Donor Recognition

Creative and inspired solutions to acknowledge your generous contributors
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When you recognize a gift to
your organization in a creative way,
you not only thank the donor
but also inspire others to give.

All donors wish to be recognized in some way. How
you choose to do that can be a defining factor in your
fund raising success. Timely Signs offers a wide
variety of standard and custom solutions that enable
you to recognize contributions with a solution that is
visually engaging, integrated with the facility, and is
within your budget. Whether you are recognizing
multiple levels of giving, individual benefactors to a
project, specific groups or naming an entire facility for
a single donor, our team can provide a solution that
is both fitting and unique to your organization.
Unlike other suppliers, we are a full service solution
for your recognition needs. We offer on-site
consultation, design development and preliminary
drawings, complete fabrication services, delivery,
and installation of the project at your site. All of these
services take place within our own facility so that we
can control quality, consistency, cost and time frames
to make each project a success.

Room and Area Plaques
Campaign Donor Walls
Giving Trees
Cast and Etched Metal Plaques

Establishing a plan for recognition before or even
during your fund raising campaign has been proven to
increase giving. When patrons have a clear visual
picture of how they will be recognized, they feel
confident about their gift. It can often encourage them
to participate at a higher level of giving. Plus, if you

Dimensional Letters

are able to show a clear concept of a giving wall or

Historical Walls and Displays

installation, it’s easier to get donors to unify their

Full Color Murals
Interior and Exterior Solutions

efforts to achieve your goal. We provide detailed, full
color renderings that can be presented to individuals,
groups or published in newsletters or outreach
documents to ensure a larger level of participation in
your campaign. If you have a campaign or project
underway or planned for the future, we’d like to be a
part of your success.

A creative and unique recognition program is

a lasting tribute to your donors.
See additional samples and complete recognition programs at timelysigns.com

Creative solutions for donor recognition and display

See additional samples and complete recognition programs at timelysigns.com
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